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Introduction

• JZHC field personnel inspect thousands of burners each year & find a wide range of flame conditions:
  • Good – no changes needed
  • Bad – changes needed but likely not dangerous
  • Ugly – immediate changes needed, potentially dangerous
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**Good Flames – no changes needed**

- Principles of good burner operation:
  - Uniform flames
  - Proper flame color
  - No significant hot spots or dark spots on burner tiles
  - Flames not leaning into each other or into process tubes
  - Flames are stable
- It’s not a beauty contest – not looking for perfection
Photos of Good Flames
Videos of Good Flames
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Bad Flames – changes needed, but likely not dangerous

- Examples of bad flames:
  - Non-uniform flames
  - Poor flame patterns
  - Improper flame colors
  - High or low draft
  - Significant hot spots or dark spots on burner tiles
  - Flames leaning into each other (flame-flame interaction)
  - Flames are stable
Non-Uniform Flames

2 air registers closed
Flame Pattern Problems
Plugged Tips
Plugged Tips

Before cleaning

After cleaning
Plugged Staged Tip
Plugged Burners
Draft & O2 Problems

before adjustment
flat flame burners fired horizontally

after adjustment
Fuel Rich vs. Clean Firebox

Heater flooded, fuel rich firebox

Clear firebox, burners adjusted
Fuel Rich vs. Clean Firebox

Flooded heater, hazy firebox

Heater after adjustment
Fuel Rich vs. Clean Firebox

Long tailing cloudy flames, haze visible in the firebox

Clear firebox, no haze
Improper Air Adjustments

Burner short of air, hazy tailing flames

Same burners with proper air adjustments
Air Unbalanced

Primary air door closed
Not Enough Air to 1 Burner
Leaning Flames

Baking soda used to visualize flame
Leaning Flames
Flame-Flame Interaction
Flame Rollover
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Ugly Flames – immediate changes needed, potentially dangerous

- Possible characteristics of ugly flames
  - Unstable flames
  - Flame impingement (could lead to tube leak/rupture)
  - Flames lifting off or flashing back
Burner Going Unstable
Huffing Burner
Unstable Heater
Flame Impingement
Flame Impingement

Flames into roof tubes

Deposits on tubes
Flame Impingement through Process Tubes

Platformer (flame coming through tubes)
Flame Impingement
Flame Lift-Off
Flame Lift-Off
Flame Lift-Off
Flashback

Some burner tips
flashing back
Flashback

Mixer flashing back
Flashback
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Summary

Process burner flames can be:

• Good – no changes needed
• Bad   – changes needed but likely not dangerous
• Ugly  – immediate changes needed, potentially dangerous
Recommendations for Sites/Users:

• Properly install burners
• Operate burners within their design range
• Properly maintain burners
• Inspect burners/heaters regularly
Frequently Inspect Flames

- Uniform flames
- Proper flame color
- Appropriate flame pattern
  - No impingement
  - Not too long or leaning
- No pronounced hot spots or dark spots on burner tiles
- No irregular flame movement (e.g., pulsing)
- No unusual sounds (e.g., flashback)
Thanks for your attention!

Questions or Comments?